Discontinuation of medications after successful epilepsy surgery in children.
To evaluate the need for antiepileptic drugs after successful epilepsy surgery in pediatric patients, we retrospectively reviewed patients who had epilepsy surgery and were seizure free or had rare nondisabling auras during the first 6 postoperative months. Association between drug discontinuation and seizure recurrence was evaluated using Cox proportional hazards multivariable survival analysis. Medications were withdrawn in 68 of 97 patients, seizure free (or with rare nondisabling auras) for >6 months after surgery; 57 of the 68 (84%) remained seizure free; the other 11 (16%) had seizure recurrence after 68 months (median). Seizure recurrence was controlled with medication in 7 of the 11 patients (3 have rare seizures, 1 frequent auras). Discontinuing medications at <6 mo, compared with later or no withdrawal, had significant risk for seizure recurrence (hazard ratio 5.8; 95% confidence interval 1.8, 17.5; P = 0.003). Of 29 patients who continued drugs, 28 (97%) remained seizure free after 37 months (median). Freedom from seizures 6 months after surgery predicted good outcome (95% seizure free, with or without medication). If discontinuation is offered after 6 months, the majority of patients (84%) can be expected to remain seizure free with no further need for medication. Although seizure breakthrough is possible in a smaller percentage, restarting drugs is likely to restore seizure control.